
Woodworking

BLADE 
WIDTH

BLADE 
LENGTH

Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAIWCR6 6mm 140mm £8.31 £9.97
FAIWCR10 10mm 140mm £8.46 £10.15
FAIWCR12 12mm 140mm £8.65 £10.38
FAIWCR16 16mm 140mm £8.85 £10.62
FAIWCR19 19mm 140mm £9.37 £11.24
FAIWCR25 25mm 140mm £9.82 £11.78
FAIWCR32 32mm 140mm £10.94 £13.13
FAIWCR38 38mm 140mm £12.51 £15.01

Red Soft-Grip Bevel Edge Chisels
A high quality chisel for the professional user and the keen DIY enthusiast. 
The bevelled edge blade design makes the chisel ideal for both fine work 
and for cutting into tight corners. All loose chisels are supplied in a plastic 
hanging case with magnetic storage clip.

Steel Striking Cap
Protection for when 
used with a mallet, or an 
occasional hammer blow. 

High Quality Carbon Steel

Butt Chisel Set
Short length bevel edge blade, ideal for cutting into tight 
corners or for use where access is limited. 110mm long 
drop forged chrome vanadium steel blades with accurately 
ground bevels. Virtually unbreakable soft-grip polypropylene 
handles with steel striking caps. Neatly presented on a card 
featuring the four most popular sizes.

 Red Soft-Grip 
 Chisel Set
Four piece set of the above red, bevel edged, soft-grip 
chisels supplied in a handy canvas storage case. 

Bevel Edge Chisels / Butt Chisels

FAIWCRSET4W
£31.33 Ex VAT  
£37.60 Inc VAT

FAIWCBUTTS4
£25.16 Ex VAT  
£30.19 Inc VAT
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The chisel blade is manufactured from drop-
forged chrome vanadium steel that is hardened 
and tempered to exacting standards to ensure 
that the cutting edge remains sharper for longer.

Red polypropylene handle
The handle has a soft-grip, anti-slip, 
coating for user comfort.

SHARPENING 
A correctly sharpened wood chisel has a double angle 
profile. The blade is ground to an angle of 25° which 
increases to 30° at the leading edge of the blade 
(the cutting angle). 

For complete accuracy use a honing guide FAIHG 
(see page 91) and an oil, diamond or water stone.

25° Ground Angle

30° Honed Angle
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